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Focus: Artists as Patrons in Sri Lanka
During my early days in Sri Lanka when I was exploring the
art scene, I was struck by the lack of galleries – only 3 at the
time. Two commercial (Barefoot Gallery and Gallery Cafe) and
one artist led (Theertha Red Dot Gallery). Very few people
were interested in art; it was certainly not taken seriously as
a career and there was no market. Particularly during the 30
year civil conflict, it was difficult to survive as an artist. Artists
were desperate and hoping to be represented and exhibited
by one of the few galleries.
During that time I was invited by artists to see their works
at home; in their kitchens, in their aunties living rooms, etc.
What I was seeing was impressive and powerful; cathartic
with strong narratives. The only way for this to survive was for
artists to work together and support each other.
The 1990s intervention in the art scene changed the way
artists saw themselves. Vibhavi Acadamy of Fine Arts (VAFA)
was the first where artists wanted to organize themselves to
take responsibility of art education. They became the patrons
of art education. VAFA was run by artists without government
support. It started to counter the archaic art education at the
University of Aesthetic Studies (now University of Visual and
Performing Arts).
Similarly, Theertha was set up as an artist led initiative for
a collective of artists; gallery, studio spaces and some
residential accommodation. Artists co-curated exhibitions
through applied funding from international organisations
such as Hivos Arts Collaboratory, Doen and Prince Claus
Foundation.
Artists took the role of the patron because the art scene
was not developed by the 90s to support the needs of
contemporary art. One reason that Theertha started
this is because there was no support for artists’ mobility
beyond Sri Lanka and there was no institutional support or
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acknowledgement for the kind of art they were producing.
Art audiences and the infrastructure that supported art was
slow to move with the fast changing contemporary art of the
90s. Most of the acknowledgement for new experimental art
came from the artist networks beyond Sri Lanka. Also the
demography of artists changed from an English speaking
privileged class with a Western education, to regional and
rural lower middle classes which was the result of the change
in the medium of instruction from English to Sinhala in the
1950s (post-colonial time). This made education accessible to
many and allowed a larger number of art students from the
lower middle classes, coming from rural areas, to go to art
universities. This demographic change in the community of
artists also alienated the conventional patrons who supported
colonial period artists who mostly came from privileged, elite
backgrounds. By the first decade of the 21st century, new
collectors and new patrons supporting artists emerged.
But the philanthropy that was seen in the mid 20th century
which started new schools such as Ananda College and
Visakah Ladies College, as well as cultural organisations such
as Lionel Wendt Art Centre and Sapumal Foundation, cannot
be seen yet in the 21st century. Today , the Government still
does not have a credible programme for funding fine arts and
most of the funding comes from developmental organizations
based out of Sri Lanka. The corporate sector gives marginal
contributions. Some private funders have offered continued
support to hold festivals and cultural institutions such as the
British Council, Goethe Institute, Alliance Francaise and the
Arts Council UK, and continue to engage in many art related
programs.

which were set up and are run by artists were formed. There
have also been international networks such as South Asian
Artists Network which foster collaborations and exchanges
with other regional artist run initiatives such as 1 Shanthi Road
in Bangalore, Britto Trust in Dhaka and Khoj. Theertha also
used funding to sponsor artists to travel to other countries for
residencies and exhibitions – particularly to experimental and
historically important exhibitions.
The Colombo Art Biennale (CAB)

At the same time that these models were being created, my
co-founder, Jagath Weerasinghe, and I set up Colombo Art
Biennale. It was in Feb 2009, which was very much the height
of the civil conflict with an increase in war crimes. This of
course meant that it was a difficult time for artists to practice
and those that did were extremely dedicated to the ‘cause’.
As part of that commitment, there was also the necessity to
find funding and support to be able to carry out their work as
artists; to exhibit works, arrange travel and residencies and so
on. Therefore when we decided to launch the Biennale, the
intent was to offer a platform of free expression for artists to
show their work to the public. The first edition was co-curated
by galleries and artists and the exhibits were partly funded
by the galleries and artists themselves, as well as cultural
institutions and the corporate sector. The first edition was
funded by the Dutch Embassy, and sponsored by local press,
the venue and the participating galleries and organizations.
Each theme for every edition is carefully considered in the
context of the current affairs of the country with social change
at the forefront. Hence the theme for CAB’s first edition in
2009 was ‘Imagining Peace’.

Artist as Patron Models At This Time

Artist collectives such as Theertha, not-for-profit
institutions, Theertha residencies, VAFA, CoCA (Collective
of Contemporary Artists), and Mullegama Art Workshops,
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When we launched the Biennale our first challenge was that
very few people in Sri Lanka actually knew what a biennale
was, particularly potential sponsors. Trying to raise funds for
a biennale anywhere is challenging, trying to raise funds for

a Biennale where very few understand what it is and what
its benefits are, was incredibly challenging. As mentioned,
the very first Biennale was largely funded by the Embassy
of the Netherlands who had cultural funds remaining for the
year. The venue was sponsored, the artists partly funded
themselves, as did the curators fund their pavilions. The
press was very forthcoming and we had a large number of
enthusiastic volunteers.
As further editions evolved more and more local and
international support came on board. So, over time and as
each edition evolved, we began to gather more funders, more
sponsors. The last event that CAB ran was for Summerhall
at Edinburgh Fringe. That was then fully sponsored by both
Summerhall itself and the British Council. This differed from
the editions of the Biennale in Colombo, where we have a
large number of different sponsors to make it possible for the
event to take place. Funding is always our biggest challenge.
Particularly for the earlier editions, some artists funded the
production of their works. Later CAB ran a sponsor and
artist programme which worked well. Patrons were given
the opportunity to sponsor a specific artist of their choice.
All artists were priced equally and in return the patron was
offered an artwork by the artist. Everyone was happy, the
patron made it possible for the artist to participate, and the
patron would receive a little ‘thank you’ artwork.
The Strength of the Indian Ecosystem

The links between the Indian ecosystem, whether it’s the
market or the supporters, is relatively strong, not just India
but the whole South Asian region. Theertha for example has
worked very closely with Khoj and with 1Shanti Road. In fact,
Suresh Jayaram, founder of 1Shanti Road, was one of the
curators for one of the 2012 Biennale, also joined together
with Britto Trust in Bangladesh. We all know each other very
well and often work in collaboration. When it comes to the
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Biennales in the region, many of us sit on each other’s advisory
boards. The Samdanis from Dhaka Art Summit sit on CABs as does
Nilofur Farrukh from the Karachi Biennale and Shwetal Patel from
Kochi Biennale has also informally given advice.
Sri Lanka lends itself as a popular South Asian hub as it is the
easiest location within the region for everyone to obtain a visa.
There are no travel restrictions.

Annoushka Hempel
Annoushka is a co-founder of the Colombo Art Biennale
and directed the Biennales between 2009 and 2016.
Although the last edition was in December 2016, she still
sits as director of CAB. Annoushka moved back to London
in 2017 and now works in London as an art
advisor for Alexia Goethe Arts & Co.

Further developments in regional collaborations were seen when
CAB became part of the New North and South initiative, a threeyear programme of artistic co-commissions, exhibitions, workforce
development and intellectual exchanges. This was a new network
of eleven arts organisations from across the North of England
and South Asia including: Manchester Art Gallery, the Whitworth,
Manchester Museum, Liverpool Biennial, The Tetley in Leeds with
CAB, Dhaka Art Summit, Karachi and Lahore Biennales, KochiMuziris Biennale and the British Council.

Image: Great Feast by Ryan Rijayaratne
The last event at CAB 2016 where residents cooked and presented a dish of their cultural and family heritage, Sri Lanka
Courtesy of Colombo Art Biennale
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